Unidad 1
- An Incomplete Restoration: Charles II
- James II and the Revolution
- William III and Mary II

Unidad 2
- George I
- George II. Walpole’s Ministry and War with France. The Seven Year’s War
- George III. The loss of the American Colonies. Pitt and Recovery: The Growth of Industry. The French Revolutionary War
- The Agrarian and the Industrial Revolutions. Causes and Consequences. Positive and Negative results

Unidad 3
- England after the American Revolution.
- England and the French Revolution. War with France (French Revolution)
- The New Century starts to solve its problems
- The Great Period of Reform. The Beginning of Reform. Looking for new remedies
- Robert Peel and the Corn Laws
- The Chartists
- The First Years of Victoria’s Reign
- Victorian Times
- Britain in the Middle of the Century
- Palmerston’s Foreign Policy. The Crimean War (1854-56). The Indian Mutiny (1857).
- Plamerston and Russell, 1856-68.

**Unidad 4**
- The End of an Area
- Trade Depression, Socialism and Imperialism
- Liberal Rule in the New Century
- The European Crisis and the First War World
- The Post-War Years, 1919-29
- The Nineteen-Thirties
- The Second World War